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a b s t r a c t

The expansion of FPGA technology in numerous application fields is a fact. Single Event Effects (SEE) are a
critical factor for the reliability of FPGA based systems. For this reason, a number of researches have been
studying fault tolerance techniques to harden different elements of FPGA designs. Using Partial Recon-
figuration (PR) in conjunction with Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) is an emerging approach in recent
publications dealing with the implementation of fault tolerant processors on SRAM-based FPGAs. While
these works pay great attention to the repair of erroneous instances by means of reconfiguration, the
essential step of synchronizing the repaired processors is insufficiently addressed. In this context, this
paper poses four different synchronization approaches for soft core processors, which balance differently
the trade-off between synchronization speed and hardware overhead. All approaches are assessed in
practice by synchronizing TMR protected PicoBlaze processors implemented on a Virtex-5 FPGA.
Nevertheless all methods are of a general nature and can be applied for different processor architectures
in a straightforward fashion.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The great flexibility, high achievable system speeds and the
large number of available design resources make SRAM-based
FPGAs a good choice for a wide variety of electronic designs.
Especially the low non-recurring engineering cost of FPGA based
designs, where the high initial expenses of ASICs or ASSPs cannot
be compensated by very high production volumes. Such designs
realized using FPGAs have been shown to outperform standard
CPUs [1–3]. Nevertheless, modern FPGA implementations typically
utilize soft- or hard-core processors to enable an efficient imple-
mentation of the overall system, as well as to take advantage of
existing hardware modules [4,5].

An additional advantage of SRAM-based FPGAs is Dynamic Partial
Reconfiguration (DPR), which allows designers to change parts of the
implemented design while keeping the overall system operational.
This time-multiplexing method of FPGA resources can be used in a
variety of ways such as e.g. adapting a cache architecture to specific
application requirements [6], implementing a multi-protocol net-
work switch or enabling software defined radio [7].
Due to the advantages that it provides, the number of fields of
application that make use of the FPGA technology continues
growing. In certain of these fields, in which a faulty operation can
jeopardize human life or the integrity of valuable technology, high
levels of reliability are required. Railway [8,9], automotive [10,11]
and space [12,13] systems are remarkable examples. In such sys-
tems robustness is one of the most relevant aspects and the high
susceptibility of SRAM-based FPGA technology to Single Event
Effects (SEE) becomes a crucial factor. SEE faults can be caused by
high energy particles impacting on the FPGA [14,15]. The most
critical among all SEEs are Single Event Upsets (SEUs) [16], specially
when they affect the configuration memory [17]. Unlike ASICs
where the interconnections and the logic elements on the die are
fixed, FPGAs use a configuration bitstream for defining the function
of the configurable logic elements or the interconnection matrix.
Configuration memory upsets can consequently alter the imple-
mented design by changing its elements. SEUs in user memories
such as FPGA internal block RAM (BRAM) and flip-flops are not as
critical for the overall system, because the SEU occurrence rate per
bit of BRAM is in the same order of magnitude as for the config-
uration memory. By contrast, a FPGA typically has one order of
magnitude more configuration memory than BRAM [18–20].

To avoid this issue, methods for mitigating the susceptibility of
FPGA designs against SEUs have been thoroughly investigated in
the literature by resorting to Error Correction Codes (ECC) [21,22]
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Fig. 1. Typical architecture of the combination of TMR and DPR.
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or Duplication With Comparison (DWC) [23,24]. In particular, the
so-called Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) method results to be
the most frequently addressed by both industry and academia in
diverse technological architectures [25]. The rationale for this
trend is threefold: (1) the possibility of fault masking by imple-
menting the process of voting; (2) the method of scaling the TMR
protection by changing its granularity [26]; and (3) the availability
of tools allowing for a completely automated TMR generation [27].
TMR is typically combined with configuration scrubbing [28–30], a
process which corrects configuration memory upsets. In this
combination TMR enables the design to continue operating cor-
rectly in presence of faults, whereas scrubbing avoids the accu-
mulation of multiple faults.

Although the combination of TMR and scrubbing is the fault
handling strategy recommended by the FPGA vendors [31], several
recent publications have proposed a step beyond this established
method. This new strategy is based on coarse-grained TMR where
each triplicated instance of the design is partially reconfigurable.
Any error in one of such instances can be corrected by reconfi-
guring the corresponding module [32–34]. By providing distinct
implementations of the same instance, this solution can also repair
instances where the corresponding FPGA region has suffered a
permanent error. Notwithstanding the great extent to which the
TMR setup and the partial reconfiguration aspect of this approach
have been studied in the related literature, the required synchro-
nization of the reconfigured instance has been either neglected or
it has been analyzed in an incomplete manner.

This work addresses this scarcity of investigations around
synchronization in TMR systems by proposing, implementing and
evaluating four different synchronization methodologies. The four
approaches span a broad spectrum of possible alternatives from
minimal hardware overhead to completely hardware-based syn-
chronization. This allows balancing the trade-off between imple-
mentation cost and synchronization speed, depending on the
requirements of the target application at hand. The performance of
the proposed techniques is verified and compared to each other on
the PicoBlaze [38] processor. However, all four approaches are of
general nature and can easily be migrated to other processor
architectures. These papers synchronization methods are further-
more not restricted to a set-up implementing TMR and DPR. They
are applicable to any TMR protected processor system to recup-
erate a processor element, which was forced out of sync by a SEE.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2
surveys recent advances on fault protection using TMR and DPR.
Next, Section 3 proposes the aforementioned four different syn-
chronization approaches, whereas implementation details are
outlined in Section 4. Practical results are presented in Section 5,
and finally Section 6 ends the paper by drawing some concluding
remarks.
2. Fault tolerant systems based on DPR and TMR

The combination of Triple Modular Redundancy and Dynamic
Partial Reconfiguration is a very attractive solution for the imple-
mentation of fault tolerant systems. Among many different pos-
sible implementation forms of TMR, the so-called coarse-grained
TMR [26] implements three instances of the same module and a
final voter. This method provides a slightly lower protection than
fine-grained TMR [26,39], where modules needing protection are
broken into smaller parts. Some fine-grained TMR approaches
even provide synchronization of the three modules [40,27].
However, coarse-grained TMR is ideal for its combination with
DPR as it results in a small amount of reconfigurable partitions. A
block diagram of this combination is depicted in Fig. 1.
The above figure summarizes the high level architecture pro-
posed in a number of recent publications [32–37]. Three instances
of the same module are placed in three partially reconfigurable
areas. Configuration errors in one of these modules can conse-
quently be repaired by reloading the bitstream of the faulty
module by using partial reconfiguration once a voting step has
identified the module providing the incorrect input. This voting
step can be implemented either as a single voter or as a triplicated
voter as suggested in Fig. 1. In addition to this protection against
configuration errors, the architecture in Fig. 1 accommodates the
idea of tilting [24].

In tilting the three reconfigurable regions are enlarged to
enable different implementations of the same logic, leaving
selected parts (the white spaces marked by arrows) of the partially
reconfigurable area unused. This strategy provides a means to
avoid permanent errors: if e.g. one of the reconfigurable regions
fails to operate correctly due to a permanent error, reloading the
same partial bitstream will not recover this corresponding
instance. But if a different tilted implementation of the module is
loaded, the region can be repaired if the tilted bitstream does not
use the region with the permanent fault.

Nevertheless, in the majority of cases a reconfiguration by itself
does not suffice for recovering a faulty TMR instance. If this
instance features some kind of internal state, this state needs to be
synchronized to the other instances after the reconfiguration. In
this line of reasoning, a synchronization method valid for small
Finite State Machines (FSM) is proposed in [36] introducing the
notion of state prediction. State prediction suggests that each FSM
has (at least) one state to which the machine always returns after a
finite amount of time. Therefore, by setting the FSM of a reconfi-
gured module to this state it is possible to wait for the other two
instances to reach this point during their normal operation, and
thereafter continue seamlessly operating with all three instances.
It should be clear that this method is obviously only applicable for
small state machines with a reduced number of possible states.

Synchronization has also been considered in [35], where a fault
tolerant MicroBlaze architecture using TMR and DPR was pre-
sented, as summarized in Fig. 2.

In this work three MicroBlaze processors sharing peripherals and
memory were implemented in partially reconfigurable areas. The
peripherals and the shared memory are protected by TMR and ECC,
respectively. Sharing one memory between the three processors



Fig. 2. Architecture combining TMR and DPR with shared memory (simplified from
[35]).
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reduces synchronization to a process of reading and writing to the
memory: whenever the processors write data to the memory a
voting process is started, which will mask wrong data from the
newly reconfigured instance, and store the correct values sent from
the two remaining functional instances. In a subsequent read cycle
the three processors can read the synchronized value back to their
memories.

While this synchronization approach is suitable for MicroBlaze
processors, it is not applicable to all processor architectures. For
the MicroBlaze processor it is possible to access all registers of
relevance for the synchronization process, such as e.g. the stack
pointer, the status register and the program counter. In this
manner a synchronization by reading and writing to the shared
memory becomes feasible. On the contrary, many other popular
processor architectures (e.g. PicoBlaze or PIC) do not provide
reading access to all registers representing the state of the CPU.

Another related contribution is the work in [24], where the
synchronization between two MicroBlaze processors operating in
Double Modular Redundancy (DMR) is addressed. After one of
such processors is partially reconfigured, a similar technique to
state prediction is used. After identifying the faulty processor, the
so-called roll-forward procedure is executed to set the processor to
a state the other MicroBlaze will reach in the future. Since the state
is assumed to only consist of the program counter, a synchroni-
zation similar to the one in [35] is required after the roll-forward
to update the register contents. This leaves this method subject to
the same drawbacks as those previously identified for the shared
memory approach in [35].

The well known approach of checkpointing and rollback as used
for the synchronization of duplicated processors in the so-called
Lockstep technology [24,23,41] is only mentioned here for com-
pleteness sake, as it does not translate well to the fault protection
method represented in Fig. 1. In a system using DPR and TMR the
periodic checkpointing (copying of the processors state) is unne-
cessary because in case of a fault in a single processor the correct
system state can still be obtained by comparing all three processor
instances (voting).
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Fig. 3. SEU recovery process and impact of synchronization times.
3. Proposed synchronization approaches

When implementing a combination of Triple Modular Redun-
dancy and Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration for the realization of
fault tolerant systems, a pure reconfiguration of a faulty module is
not sufficient given that the reconfigured module comprises of an
internal state. This synchronization is especially critical for pro-
cessors, because their state is composed of a number of different
registers. For a typical processor the following parts need to be
synchronized: the program counter, the stack-content, the stack-
pointer, the flag-status, the processor registers and the internal
memory, which is provided by some processors such as the Pico-
Blaze. These elements will be referred to as synchronization objects
in the remainder of this work. The synchronization of caches will
not be evaluated in the following approaches, but a synchroniza-
tion strategy for caches can be as easy as clearing their contents in
all processors, in case of a write-through strategy.

In general finding an adequate synchronization strategy for a
given application implies balancing a trade-off. On the one hand,
adding specialized hardware for the processor synchronization
will enable a very fast synchronization process. On the other hand,
implementing the synchronization with little extra hardware
combined with software will result in less implementation over-
head and a lower impact on the critical path of the design.

The structure of the synchronization method impacts the
duration of two sub-steps of the whole SEU recovery process.
Firstly the time required to copy the correct values of the different
synchronization elements to a recently reconfigured processor
instance in the coarse-grain TMR setup. This time will be called
copy-time. The second aspect of the synchronization speed is the
time from the detection of an error by the voter until the point in
time where the system is ready to start the synchronization pro-
cess. This second time is named wait-for-sync. Some approaches
cannot begin directly with the synchronization, but they first need
to finish ongoing calculations before CPU time can be spent for
updating a reconfigured processor instance in the system. The
time from the detection of an error to the re-synchronization has
implications on the overall system robustness, because in this time
period the TMR system operates only with two functional
instances, making it vulnerable to consecutive SEUs.

The whole SEU recovery process is illustrated in Fig. 3, where
the time requirement is defined by the sum of four components:
the time needed to detect the error, the wait-for-sync time, the
time consumed for repairing the SEU by partial reconfiguration
and the copy-time. Whereas the time for partial reconfiguration is
proportional to the size of the reconfigured partition and the
reconfiguration speed, the time to detection is not affected by the
synchronization approach, but only application dependent and
hence is considered beyond the scope of this paper.

In the following, different synchronization approaches are
presented for the example of the PicoBlaze processor. The syn-
chronization objects of this specific architecture are summarized
in Table 1. This table also contains the synchronization objects of
the MicroBlaze processor, a more powerful and complex processor
architecture. Despite the simpler architecture of the PicoBlaze, it is
more demanding in terms of synchronization. For the MicroBlaze
all synchronization objects are accessible via software, however
the PicoBlaze has an inherent need for additional hardware when
a complete synchronization is desired because the stack, the flags
and the program counter are neither readable nor writable by
software.

It needs to be noticed that this work does not consider the
instruction memory as a synchronization object, because it is
external to the processor. In many cases it is outside of the FPGA or
designers might consider other protection methods, such as ECC as
done in [35].



Table 1
General synchronization objects and accessability for the PicoBlaze and MicroBlaze
processors.

General synchronization object PicoBlaze MicroBlaze

ALU-flags No access Readable/writable
Stack-pointer No access Readable/writable
Stack-content No access Readable/writable
Program counter No access Readable/writable
CPU registers Readable/writable Readable/writable
Internal memory Readable/writable –
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Fig. 4. Synchronization approach 1: cyclic resets.
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Voter

Sync
Mem
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Fig. 5. Synchronization approach 2: synchronization memory.
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3.1. Approach 1: cyclic resets

The first approach proposed in this work is to synchronize the
three PicoBlaze processors by applying a cyclic reset as indicated
in Fig. 4.

This reset allows bringing all TMR instances of the PicoBlaze
back to a known state and restarting the program execution from
the scratch with all three PicoBlazes in parallel. No changes in the
actual PicoBlaze implementation are required. In this approach the
BRAM memory on Xilinx devices is not cleared by a reset. The
software on the PicoBlaze processors consequently needs to
initialize all registers or scratchpad locations before the first usage.

There are different possibilities for triggering the synchroni-
zation reset:

� The PicoBlazes set a flag in a shared memory upon termination
of their calculations. When at least two instances have set the
flag, a reset may be issued.

� A timer is programmed to the worst-case runtime of the given
software and is started together with the PicoBlazes. The
expiring timer will trigger a reset.

� The instruction bus addresses of the PicoBlazes are supervised
to detect the end of the program.

� Very simple applications, where it is admissible to lose one
packet, may trigger the reset directly upon detection of a SEU.

Details on the software requirements of this approach are
evaluated in Section 4. For the first three possible trigger methods
in Appr. 1, the worst-case of the synchronization time wait-for-sync
is one complete algorithm runtime. The copy-time does not exist
because no values are copied.
3.2. Approach 2: synchronization memory and address force

Appr. 1 implies a high number of restrictions to the software run-
ning on the hardware. One important restriction is that it is not pos-
sible to leave permanent data in the processor registers or in its
internal memory, in case of the PicoBlaze the scratchpad memory.
Although this memory is not affected by the resets, it cannot be
assumed to be error-free, because it is not synchronized by any means.

This drawback is addressed in Appr. 2 (Fig. 5), which builds
upon and enhances a synchronization idea presented in [35] based
on a shared memory. Adding a TMR-protected shared memory to
the system allows a synchronization of the processors by con-
current writing to this memory, followed by a concurrent reading
of the data. The actual synchronization of the data is executed
when all PicoBlazes write concurrently to the TMR memory, where
the voters on the input of the TMR memory are able to mask an
incorrect input from one processor. The method proposed herein
utilizes a synchronization memory of only one byte (i.e. the
datawidth of the PicoBlaze) yielding in a minimal hardware
overhead.

The synchronization process is triggered by externally forcing a
JUMP instruction to all three PicoBlaze instances. The destination of
this JUMP is the synchronization software sequence, which is exe-
cuted by all PicoBlazes simultaneously. At the same time the pro-
gram counters of the processors are synchronized using this simple
method. In the synchronization sequence all PicoBlaze memory
locations requiring synchronization are first written to and then
read from the synchronization memory. It needs to be ensured that
the synchronization is only triggered when the processors are not
serving any interrupt. Details on the software requirements
accompanying this approach are provided in Section 4.

The rationale behind forcing a JUMP to execute the synchro-
nization code as opposed to using an Interrupt Service Routine
(ISR) is that Appr. 2 follows a “black box” approach, which does not
require changes in the implementation of the used processor.
Using an ISR for synchronization would require a synchronization
of the processor stack, which would imply changes to be made to
the HDL of the PicoBlaze.

The synchronization time wait-for-sync in Appr. 2 has a worst-
case of the complete algorithm runtime, whereas the copy-time
equals the best case of four cycles per each byte of synchronized
data (one read- and one write-instruction, which respectively take
two cycles).

3.3. Approach 3: synchronization interrupt with synchronization
memory

The third synchronization approach uses a synchronization
memory and synchronization software residing in an ISR.

Under this approach the processors do not need to wait for the
current calculation to finish, but it is possible to almost directly
react on a detected SEU by assigning the synchronization inter-
rupt. Along with this improvement comes the need for modifica-
tions in the PicoBlaze implementation. When using an ISR for
synchronization it is essential to synchronize the processor stack
in order to synchronize the return addresses of all processors,



Table 2
Synchronization method overview.

Synchronization object Appr. 1 Appr. 2 Appr. 3 Appr. 4

ALU-flags – – HW HW
Stack-pointer – – HW HW
Stack-content – – HW HW
CPU registers – SW SW HW
Scratchpad memory – SW SW HW
Program counter Reset Forced JUMP On ISR return On ISR return
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because before entering the ISR the program counter of the
reconfigured processor will have a different value than the
other two.

In Fig. 6 the Sync Control block represents the logic added to the
overall system for the synchronization of the stack-pointer, the
stack-address and the shadow registers of the ALU-flags. As these
registers are not software accessible, it is not possible to imple-
ment Appr. 3 in the same “black box” fashion as Appr. 1 & 2.

The advantages of this synchronization approach become visi-
ble when focusing on the wait-for-sync synchronization time. This
is reduced to be only a few cycles long, namely the time needed for
triggering the interrupt. The copy-time remains the same as in
Appr. 2, since the software for the copying is identical.

3.4. Approach 4: complete hardware-based synchronization

The last proposed approach is a completely hardware based
synchronization method, which is illustrated in Fig. 7. The Sync
Control module is expanded to also control the synchronization of
the registers and the scratchpad memory without requiring any
specific synchronization software. Fig. 7 depicts this approach
with the largest hardware overhead.

When the hardware based synchronization is executed it needs
to be ensured that no software is accessing the registers or the
scratchpad memory simultaneously to avoid errors. As almost all
PicoBlaze instructions use registers in their operations, this work
proposes to stall the processor while the hardware based syn-
chronization of Appr. 4 takes place. An easy implementation of this
stalling can be achieved by externally forcing all PicoBlaze
instruction addresses to the last memory position, namely 0x3ff.
This address is the interrupt entrance point and thus always
contains an unconditional JUMP instruction to the ISR.
PBPB PB

Voter

int int int

int

Sync
Mem

Voter

Sync
Control

Fig. 6. Synchronization approach 3: synchronization memory þ interrupt.

PBPB PB
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int int int

int

Sync
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Fig. 7. Synchronization approach 4: hardware based synchronization.
A tailored optimization of the stall time can be achieved in a
variety of ways. If e.g. the usage of the scratchpad memory in the
first part of the ISR is forbidden, the stalling can be as short as 16
cycles (the register synchronization time). The stalling can also be
shortened, when only a subset of scratchpad locations require
synchronization.

Appr. 4 has the same short wait-for-sync time as Appr. 3, but it
has a significantly reduced synchronization time for the registers
and scratchpad (copy-time). Whereas software based synchroni-
zation takes 4 cycles per memory cell, hardware based synchro-
nization needs only one cycle. An additional benefit of hardware
synchronization is that the copying of registers and scratchpad
memory can be executed in parallel.

An overview of all the four proposed approaches is given in
Table 2. It summarizes the synchronization strategy for all syn-
chronization elements of the PicoBlaze processor. The entry SW
represents the synchronization via the synchronization memory,
HW represents a modification to the processor and a dash indi-
cates that the element is not synchronized. The synchronization
methods for the program counter manifest the biggest differences.
Whereas Appr. 1 relies on resetting this register, Appr. 2 works by
forcing a JUMP instruction to update this value. On the contrary
Appr. 3 & 4 do only synchronize the stack while being in the ISR
and the program counter is updated upon returning from the
interrupt.
4. Implementation details

4.1. Software restrictions for approaches 1 & 2

When working with approaches which do not synchronize the
device in its entirety (Appr. 1 & 2), this fact needs to be considered
for the software running on the processors. On this purpose two
different software flows are hereafter outlined enabling the utili-
zation of Appr. 1 and Appr. 2.

The flow in Fig. 8(a) schedules a reconfiguration after each
iteration of the algorithm implemented on the processor. After the
software finishes its execution a waiting state is entered (e.g. an
endless loop). After it has been detected that at least two pro-
cessors reached this waiting state or after the expiration of a
synchronization timer a resynchronization is triggered. This is
executed independently of whether a fault occurred or not, in
order to leave the waiting state and prepare the following iteration
of the algorithm.

A software flow triggering reconfigurations only if necessary is
presented in Fig. 8(b). After finishing one calculation iteration the
processors read the TMR-protected information of the system
voter if a resynchronization is required. If this is the case, then the
software flow proceeds to a waiting state as in Fig. 8(a) and waits
for synchronization by reset or by a forced JUMP. If on the other
hand no synchronization is required, the processors may directly
continue with the next calculation.



Fig. 8. Required program style when using Appr. 1 or Appr. 2.

Fig. 9. Implementation of stack-data and flag synchronization (elements with grey background are original Picoblaze design, the muxes and the lightgrey signals have been
added).

Table 3
Cycles requirements for synchronization.

Synchronization object Appr. 1 Appr. 2 Appr. 3 Appr. 4

Reg. ALU-flags – – 1 1
Stack-pointer – – 1 1

BRAM Stack-content – – 32 32
CPU registers – 64a 64 16
Internal memory – 512b 512 64

Total – 576 576 64c

a 16 registers, 2 instructions per register, 2 cycles per instruction.
b 64 locations, 4 instructions per location, 2 cycles per instruction.
c For HW-based synchronization the overall synchronization time is deter-

mined by the highest BRAM synchronization time.
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4.2. Implementation of the hardware synchronization interface

Both approaches 3 and 4 require modifications on the imple-
mented PicoBlaze processor. Fig. 9 illustrates the implementation
of this hardware synchronization interface on the example of the
stack-data and the shadow flag registers.

The PicoBlaze elements requiring synchronization are divided
into two groups:

� First the shadow registers for the flags and the stack pointer,
which are elements are implemented as registers on the FPGA.
To synchronize these, multiplexers are added for each of these
registers, allowing a synchronization time of one-cycle.

� Secondly the processor registers, the stack-data and the scratch-
pad memory, which are all implemented using block ram
(BRAM). Multiplexers and a synchronization counter are imple-
mented for each element enabling the synchronization of one
memory element in one cycle.

The synchronization approaches for the different PicoBlaze
state elements result in the synchronization times (copy-times)
given in Table 3.

It can be observed that hardware based synchronization (Appr.
4) results in the fastest synchronization. Table 3 reveals further-
more that the scratchpad memory has the biggest impact on the
synchronization times. As a consequence big synchronization
speed-ups can be achieved when the application allows synchro-
nizing only a subset of the scratchpad memory locations.
4.3. Test procedure

Partial reconfiguration techniques enable a very straightfor-
ward testing method of the proposed synchronization approaches.
This test approach is summarized in Fig. 10.

In addition to one functional bitstream for each partition con-
taining a PicoBlaze processor, some corrupted bitstreams are
prepared to force certain processor elements out of sync. In Fig. 10
this is showcased for the processor instance PB0.

A synchronization test is executed as follows:

1. Configure the complete device
2. Emulate a failure by loading a bad partial bitstream
3. Repair the failure by loading good partial bitstream
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Fig. 10. Test procedure for the synchronization validation.
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4. Trigger synchronization routine
5. Check correct synchronization using ChipScope

The use of ChipScope [42] permits to validate the synchroni-
zation process on the actual FPGA by monitoring the external
processor signals such as the instruction address for observation of
the program counter and also internal signals like the stack
pointer for validation of Appr. 3 & 4. In this work problems with
the trigger settings were encountered when using ChipScope for
both partial reconfiguration and logic analyzer. To circumvent
these issues the synchronizationwas triggered manually instead of
invoking this step automatically after a partial reconfiguration.

As opposed to a complete fault injection (as executed for the
PicoBlaze in [43]) the simplified injection method of altered partial
bitstreams proposed in this work focuses mainly on the correct
synchronization of all synchronization objects presented in Table 1,
rather than determining the robustness of the complete setup.
5. Implementation and test results

All four proposed synchronization methods were implemented
on a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA to validate their correct operation. Fault
injection tests were executed as defined in the previous section.

All the functional behaviour was validated and a selection of
these test results is displayed in Fig. 11, visualizing the final syn-
chronization step of the tests. The figure contains synchronization
details for Appr. 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 11(a)–(c). Within the first seven
signals a uniform structure was established for all waveforms. The
first three waves contain the instruction addresses (representing
the PC) of the three PicoBlazes. In the next three waveforms the
value, which was forced out of sync in the test. Finally in the
seventh line the synchronized data is displayed, which is written
back to PicoBlaze number 0 (which in the tests is always the faulty
instance). A visualization of the voting was added in form of an
arrow starting from a dashed ellipse containing the values of all
three PicoBlazes.

Fig. 11 (a) gives an insight into the synchronization of 4 bytes of
scratchpad memory and the PC using Appr. 2. This figure's second
ellipse marks the different values the PicoBlazes send to the syn-
chronization memory and the arrow marks the voted result, which
afterwards is read by all PicoBlazes in the next cycle. The software
assembler commands implementing the software based synchro-
nization are given in the tilted boxes. The stack content synchro-
nization, which allows indirectly correcting the program counter
while an ISR is processed is illustrated in Fig. 11(b). This hardware
based stack synchronization is used in Appr. 3 & 4. Finally the last
example of Fig. 11(c) contains the completely hardware based
register synchronization used in Appr. 4. Issuing an interrupt is
necessary in Appr. 4 although no synchronization software is
required. However, the processor needs to enter this state because
the processors require to be stalled for register synchronization.
The program counter synchronization happens indirectly by the
synchronization of the stack.

Comparing Fig. 11(a) and (c) drastic differences in terms of
synchronization speed between software based- and hardware
based approaches arise. The four instructions used for synchro-
nizing one byte of scratchpad RAM require eight clock cycles. By
contrast Fig. 11(c) illustrates the fact that the hardware based
copying of BRAM content, such as registers, scratchpad RAM and
stack content, requires one clock cycle per byte. In addition to that
the hardware synchronization for all different BRAM based ele-
ments – e.g. registers and scratchpad – can be performed in
parallel.

The drawbacks of hardware based synchronization are unveiled
in Table 4, where the FPGA resource requirements of the different
implementations are summarized as absolute values and in rela-
tion to Appr. 1. Correspondingly Appr. 4 uses 1.81 times the LUTs
resources compared to Appr. 1 and the possible operation fre-
quency is reduced to 46%.

The increase in resource requirements is significant, especially
if a high degree of hardware synchronization is supported. When
implementing a processor as small as the PicoBlaze, adding
modules such as the sync memory or the sync FSM has a stronger
relative weight as compared to bigger processors. The VHDL
source code of the PicoBlaze provided by Xilinx has been opti-
mized by hand implementing FPGA resources (such as LUT, BRAM,
MUXes) directly to fit perfectly the FPGA architecture. When
augmenting this hand-optimized design by synchronization logic,
the optimization level is deteriorated.

Besides the additional FPGA resource requirements, Appr. 3 and
4 undergo a significant impact on the system frequency. This is
also a consequence of the hand-optimized VHDL description,
which does not allow the synthesis tool to optimize the design
efficiently after the synchronization logic is added. But for Appr.
4 a certain system frequency drop cannot be avoided, because
adding a MUX to the processor registers extends the critical path
of the processor.

Based on the trade off between the three factors of the syn-
chronization approaches (the FPGA resource overhead, the syn-
chronization speed and the elements which support synchroni-
zation) different applications might benefit from different syn-
chronization techniques. A simple algorithm, such as the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES), does not require a very elaborate
synchronization. If the key does not need to be stored, a cyclic
reset (Appr. 1) might be a sufficient solution. If only a small amount
of data needs to be kept on the processor (for example in cyclic
sensor readouts) Appr. 2 is a suitable option. The last readouts can
be kept in the scratchpad memory and the rest of the system can
be forced to a sync whenever this is required. Both approaches
3 and 4 represent almost no restrictions to the device software and
only minor considerations need to be taken into account for the
development of the ISR. Hence almost all applications are candi-
dates to be synchronized using Appr. 3 or Appr. 4. In very high
radiation environments the faster synchronization time (copy-
time) of Appr. 4 might favour this method despite of its higher
resource requirements.
6. Conclusions and future works

In this work the need for synchronization techniques has been
underlined when using TMR and partial reconfiguration for
building reliable systems. Four different synchronization approa-
ches have been defined so as to cover a wide spectrum of



Table 4
Resource consumption on Xilinx XC5VFX70T (without Chipscope, without partial
reconfigurable areas).

Resource Appr. 1 Appr. 2 Appr. 3 Appr. 4

LUT 372 (100%) 470 (126%) 579 (156%) 672 (181%)
Reg 204 (100%) 215 (105%) 251 (123%) 240 (118%)
BRAM 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%)
fmax 226 (100%) 211 (93%) 142 (63%) 104 (46%)

Fig. 11. Screenshots of ongoing synchronizations: (a) shows the synchronization of 4 byte scratchpad memory using Appr. 2, (b) shows the stack data synchronization from
Appr. 3 and (c) shows the register synchronization using Appr. 4.
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synchronization complexity levels. These approaches are, in order
of increasing complexity: a minimal hardware approach (Appr. 1),
a software based memory synchronization (Appr. 2), a complete
synchronization using a mix of hardware and software (Appr. 3)
and a completely hardware based approach (Appr. 4). The correct
operation of all suggested methods has been proven in actual
FPGA implementations and the advantages and disadvantages
have been thoroughly discussed. Different application scenarios
have been suggested depending on the implementation and syn-
chronization features of the proposed approaches.

Future efforts will focus on the application of the synchroni-
zation methods in different contexts. Both the synchronization of
other processors using these methods and the execution of a
complete fault injection campaign on a system of coarse-grained
TMR with DPR will be pursued as particularly promising research
lines derived from this work.
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